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Prof. Hamish Flaser  
Editor  
BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making

Dear Sir,

Thank you for considering my manuscript. I have introduced corrections suggested in the email of Mrs Arlene Pura and some other other checking once again the manuscript.

As for the copy editing service, I was supported by Ms Caroline Stupnicka, a freelancer copyeditor providing her servicing for academic community here in Krakow, Poland.

Ms Stupnicka, at least from 7 years is very active as a freelancer translator providing translation and proofreading services to researchers preparing their scientific paper, most frequently for those employed in Science and Technology University of Krakow, and other, including Jagiellonian University. She received her B.Sc. (Hons) from Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, then worked among others as Biotechnology Directories Assistant Editor in PJB Publications, Richmond, Surrey, and Biotechnology Publicist in Placenta Publicity, London. From 2008, provides freelance translator services in Cambridge, UK and Krakow, Poland (English-Polish and Polish-English translation, proofreading of both Polish and English texts). She works with scientific, technical, business and artistics texts, translating both from Polish into English and from English into Polish. Her full CV is available under the link: 
http://cdn.proz.com/profile_resources/1136615_r4c3f1edc04d35.pdf

I should also mention that Ms Stupnicka provided support in preparation of my earlier papers published, among others in Telemedicine and e-Health, JMIR and CIN: Computers Informatics and Nurses.

Detailed list of corrections introduced to the last version of the manuscript is available on the next page.

With best regards

[Mariusz Duplaga, MD, PhD, Ass.Prof.]

Department of Health Promotion  
Institute of Public Health  
Jagiellonian University Medical College  
Krakow, Poland
Revisions to the last version of the manuscript:

No 1/

Title should be: "A cross-sectional study".

I hope I have interpreted the suggestion properly; I have changed the title from:

“Determinants of the attitude to the introduction of ehealth services among patients suffering from chronic conditions: A cross-sectional study.”

to:

“A cross-sectional study assessing determinants of the attitude to the introduction of eHealth services among patients suffering from chronic conditions.”

No 2/

'ehealth' should be either 'e-health' or 'eHealth' and should be consistent throughout the manuscript.

I have changed ‘ehealth’ to ‘eHealth’ in the text.

No 3/

Please let us know also if you have sent the manuscript for professional copy editing and if so please let us also know where.

I provided this information in the body of the Cover Letter.

No 4/

I have also provided information about format and size of Additional Files.

No 5/

I have corrected a few percentage values in Table 3 as there were some typing errors.

No 6/

The references were corrected to fully adhere to the BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making guidelines.

No 7/

The information about funding was separated from the subsection Acknowledgements and given in the Funding subsection.

No 8/

Minor corrections were made to adhere uniformly to British English spelling.